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Abstract: The worldview of the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) helps another pattern wherein the availability and ease of use 

advantages of Social Network Services (SNS) are displayed inside the system of associated articles, i.e. the Internet of Things 

(IoT). The SIoT surpasses the more conventional worldview of IoT with an improved insight and setting mindfulness. In this 

paper, a novel administration structure in light of a subjective thinking approach for dynamic SIoT administrations revelation 

in savvy spaces is proposed. That is, thinking about clients' situational needs, inclinations, and other social viewpoints 

alongside clients' encompassing environment is proposed for producing a rundown of circumstance mindful administrations 

which match clients' needs. This thinking methodology is then executed as a proof-of-idea proto-sort, to be specific Airport 

Dynamic Social, inside a shrewd airplane terminal. At last, an exact review to assess the thinking methodology's efficiency 

demonstrates enhanced administrations flexibility to situational needs contrasted with normal methodologies proposed in 

writing. 

 

Keywords: Social Internet of Things (SIoT); Internet of Things (IoT); Context-Awareness; Semantic Reasoning Services; 

Discovery Service Framework.

I. INTRODUCTION 

The worldview of the Internet of Things (IoT) covers a differing scope of innovations as for detecting, organizing, figuring, data 

handling, and clever control advancements [1,2]. This infers a tremendous measure of heterogeneity covered up in the registering 

and correspondence forms required in thinking and smart basic leadership. Practically speaking, accomplishing adaptability in 

overseeing IoT application while keeping up ease of use to extension human-to-machine perceptions is a key test which upsets the 

acknowledgment of IoT on a more extensive scale. Accordingly, another examination stream has approached in writing known as 

the Social Internet of Things (SIoT) [3, 4].  

 

The SIoT worldview speaks to a biological community which permits individuals and shrewd gadgets to connect inside a social 

structure of connections taking after customary Social Network Services (SNS). On top of this system, applications and 

administrations can be given in an easy to understand way depending on Web innovations. SIoT expands on the developing idea 

of social items [3]. In which, gadgets and articles, on the other hand, alluded to as things, get to be distinctly presented to the Web, 

permitting the self-sufficient and proactive cooperation with other individuals and things to create customized client encounter. 

The SIoT social structure can upgrade the safety of associated questions and give a reasonable way to cooperating with these 

items [4].However, the intelligence needed to integrate objects, services, and people as the core of SIoT paradigm, increases the 

quantity and the variety of contextual data that must be handled for situation-aware services discovery. 

 

Two kinds of contextual data exist typically in SIoT scenarios; objective and subjective context. The objective context represents 
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the physical aspects of the user’s surrounding environment including location, time, device status, available ser-vices, etc. 

Whereas the subjective context represents the human and social factors including short-term goals, preferences, relationships, 

trusted services, etc. Combining these two kinds of context for intelligent decision making is not studied yet in the literature 

despite being necessary for achieving situation awareness (SA) in smart environments. In this paper, we attempt to utilize such 

combination to build the intelligence core of what we call cognitive reasoning approach for characterizing users’ situations and 

thus allow for dynamic services discovery in smart spaces. 

 

Achieving SA would not only contribute to characterizing users’ situations for adaptive services discovery, but it would also 

narrow down social objects and smart services discovery scope beyond the SIoT suggested social structures. In which, 

heterogeneity is managed within the boundaries of certain situations. This paper builds on the SIoT architecture provided in the 

literature but further extend it to achieve its implementation in a smart space i.e. airport. This paper proposes a novel service 

discovery framework, wherein based on a cognitive reasoning approach, a temporal social structure combining users, objects and 

services can be established, namely the Dynamic Social Structure of Things (DSSoT). The proposed cognitive reasoning approach 

derives users’ short-term situational needs and accordingly creates a filtered list of available objects and smart services which 

could meet such goals. To realize the cognitive reasoned, a semantic service matching algorithm is provided. In which, contextual 

data are first represented ontologically. Then users’ situations are characterized according to a suggested criterion in two stages: 

(1) Situation Identification, (2) Situational Goal Detection. Matching the situational needs with available smart services that could 

meet these goals is finally accomplished before listing situation-aware services and their actuating smart objects in a temporal 

social structure. An empirical study to analyze the performance of the suggested reasoning approach in terms of run time 

complexity and the amount of contextual data growth rate is finally provided. 

 

From a technical perspective, this paper attempts to explore advances in socially enhanced IoT applications in smart spaces 

beyond the typical applications of building and home automation. Thus, an application is provided, namely Airport Dynamic 

Social to realize DSSoT in a smart airport. The goal of this application is to enable users to directly interact with available objects 

and smart services in an airport i.e. sensors at check-in counters, boarding gates, flights, smart beverages/food dispensing 

machines, etc. Additionally, the application aims at benefiting from Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) in order to demonstrate an 

effortless deployment of DSSoT without the need for a protocol translation gateway or an intermediary server to cope with a 

number of heterogeneous devices in a smart space. 

 

Whatever is left of the paper is composed as takes after. An exhaustive examination of the foundation and related works are given 

in the following segment. Area 3 thinks about two administration revelation and association situations, the proposed benefit 

structure with the normal administration system gave in writing. In Section 4, the confirmation of-idea model to understand the 

proposed benefit revelation system is displayed. The subjective thinking approach used for circumstance mindful administration 

revelation is displayed in Section 5. In Section 6, an exact execution investigation is given. At long last, the paper is finished up in 

Section 7. 

 

I. Service discovery and interaction scenarios 
To demonstrate the difference between the common location-dependent services discovery and interaction scenario which is 

provided in the literature, i.e. based on the objective context-based reasoning  and the proposed novel ser-vice interaction i.e. 

based on objective and subjective context-based cognitive reasoning, the following two service scenarios are presented: 

 

I. Nadia is a smart airport, she sends a request to discover smart services and social objects surrounding her. This request will 

be matched with available services in an exact or close proximity to her location. For each service which Nadia selects (e.g. 

interacting with a coffee machine, printing a boarding pass, locating the baggage drop-off point for her flight, etc.), the 

authorization to use this service will be evaluated first. Nadia’s selected services will keep her profile data, even if she is no 

longer using these services unless she revokes access of each service to her profile data later. Additionally, in case of any 

changes or updates in a certain service status (e.g. flight delay, change in a boarding gate, etc.), reasoning about the 

relevance of this update to Nadia’s trip will need to take place before sending these updates  

 

II. Upon Nadia’s request to find relevant smart services, Nadia’s preferences and short term goals will be processed before 

short-listing location-independent smart services which could meet her needs in the airport. After Nadia’s approval of the 

suggested services, a temporal social structure will be established between Nadia and these smart things/services, for direct 

service interaction, which will expire automatically by the end of the situation (i.e. after catching the flight or leaving the 

airport). Additionally, by the end of the situation, access to Nadia’s profile will be automatically revoked. If there is a 

change in flight status, or if there are any updates while Nadia’s destination is pre-processed, no further reasoning is 

required before sending relevant flight status updates The various components presented I are to demonstrate the realization 

of the proposed service scenarios from an implementation viewpoint. These components are Authorization (AUT), Context 

Management (CM), Profile Management (PM), Natural Language Processing (NLP), Reasoning Engine (RE) and Service 

Filtering (SF). The AUT component is responsible for carrying out the user authentication to access services. The CM 

handles contextual data which include location, environmental and various other real-time data about the users, things and 

smart services. The PM is responsible for handling static data stored in profiles of users, things, and services including user 

preferences, calendars, profiles of objects and services, etc. The NLP is responsible for fetching facts from a users’ search 

query or other natural language interaction with services. The RE is responsible for semantic matching of the contextual and 

profile-based data for representing a situation semantically. Finally, the SF is responsible for filtering available services with 
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the semantically described situation to return a list of relevant services to match users’ needs. In the objective context-based 

reasoning approach (Scenario 1), as the user changes location in the airport, matching the user’s new location with available 

services has to take place actively. That is, a service request (basic search query) will trigger the AUT to fetch users’ identity 

from the PM component. Then an event will be created where the facts contained in the search queries, i.e. location, service 

type, etc. will be fetched by the NLP and then matched with the RE to detect the event type. The available service to match 

event type will then be filtered by the SF. After the service matching, each short-listed service might request to perform 

further authentication and permission to access a user profile. Whereas in the proposed cognitive reasoning-based service 

(Scenario 2), the user’s situation will be identified i.e. catching a flight, receiving a friend, etc., as well as the facts which 

exist in the user request in order to return an event type. The event type will then be matched with location-independent 

services which can meet the demands of the created event. In Scenario 2 the situation identification and situational goal 

detection phases will take place upon the first service request, then a list of all available services within a smart space i.e. 

environment will be returned to match location-independent needs of the user. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 3. Airport Dynamic Social application environment and equipment: 

 (a) Example of smart services at the airport, (b) Airport Dynamic Social environment, (c) Airport Dynamic Social equipment. 

 

II. Adaptive services provisioning in smart spaces – Proposed Test bed: Airport Dynamic Social 
In order to realize the implementation of DSSoT, an application is presented, namely Airport Dynamic Social as a proof-of-

concept prototype. Airport Dynamic Social is built to benefit from IPv6 in order to achieve an effortless deployment without 

relying on an intermediary gateway to manage the number of heterogeneous devices which typically exist in a smart airport. 

 

IPv6 acts as a key IP networking protocols to seamlessly integrate the increasing number of resource-constrained things which are 

being introduced to the Internet. IPv6 is recently receiving a great momentum with the variety of standardization bodies, including 

the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which are working on reducing the footprint of IPv6 for resource-constrained devices. 

Among these efforts are adding wireless connectivity to IPv6 to allow its use on Low-power and Lossy Networks (LLNs), i.e. the 

IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Additionally, in the Routing Protocol for LLNs (RPL) and the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), 

5.1. Technical configuration 

As appeared in Fig. 3(c), the application Airport Dynamic Social is acknowledged utilizing a few low-control sensor hubs 

notwithstanding a switch and an Android advanced mobile phone application. Especially, Zolertia Z1 WSN bit is utilized inside 

the setting of the utilization case for detecting the temperature i.e. inside a plane. Notwithstanding CM5000 TelosB for 

recognizing the lighting level i.e. inside boarding doors and airplane terminal parlors. Another CM5000 is utilized to track the 

limit of the boarding line by a method for its press catch. Different segments to understand the Airport Dynamic Social are:  

 

The fundamental processor: made out of a 32-bit microchip which goes about as the primary CPU? It is in charge of taking care of 

thinking errands and handling occasions, running the administration structure, and dealing with the administration collaborations.  

 

The system interface: comprises of an exchanging hub, alluded to as Border Router, which is created by a method for a Raspberry 

Pi PC board joined with a CM5000 TelosB as an IEEE 802.15.4 radio gadget. The objective of the Border Router is to go about as 

a switch between the IPv6 IEEE 802.15.4 system and the clients' IPv6 Wi-Fi arrange.  

 

The application: made out of an Android telephone associated with the Access Point (AP) by a method for a Dynamic Host 

Configuration Protocol (DHCP).  

 

Cases of the brilliant administrations accessible at the air terminal appear in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) demonstrates nature for Airport 

Dynamic Social, showing where some equipment hubs, additionally used in the usage, could be introduced so as to transform such 

a situation into a shrewd space. The hardware utilized as a part of Airport Dynamic Social appears in Fig. 3(c). Every sensor gives 

its administration by method for a CoAP endpoint, which clients can subscribe to by means of Android PDA application: Airport 

Dynamic Social App, so as to get redesigns, for example, the temperature inside their plane, recognize the appropriateness of the 
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lighting condition at the loading up entryway for perusing and quantity of travellers right now loading up.  

 

Clients can likewise ask for direct ecological condition data (as appeared in detail in the accompanying segment). The sensors 

used are named with characters which relate to the region in the air terminal where every hub could be introduced. 

In order to realize the implementation of DSSoT, an application is presented, namely Airport Dynamic Social as a proof-of-

concept prototype. Airport Dynamic Social is built to benefit from IPv6 in order to achieve an effortless deployment without 

relying on an intermediary gateway to manage the number of heterogeneous devices which typically exist in a smart airport. 

 

IPv6 acts as a key IP networking protocols to seamlessly integrate the increasing number of resource-constrained things which 

are being introduced to the Internet. IPv6 is recently receiving a great momentum with the variety of standardization bodies, 

including the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), which are working on reducing the footprint of IPv6 for resource-

constrained devices. Among these efforts are adding wireless connectivity to IPv6 to allow its use on Low-power and Lossy 

Networks (LLNs), i.e. the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Additionally, in the Routing Protocol for LLNs (RPL) and the Constrained 

Application Protocol (CoAP), 

 

5.1. Technical configuration 

As appeared in Fig. 3(c), the application Airport Dynamic Social is acknowledged utilizing a few low-control sensor hubs 

notwithstanding a switch and an Android advanced mobile phone application. Especially, Zolertia Z1 WSN bit is utilized inside 

the setting of the utilization case for detecting the temperature i.e. inside a plane. Not with standing CM5000 TelosB for 

recognizing the lighting level i.e. inside boarding doors and airplane terminal parlors. Another CM5000 is utilized to track the 

limit of the boarding line by a method for its press catch. Different segments to understand the Airport Dynamic Social are:  

 

The fundamental processor: made out of a 32-bit microchip which goes about as the primary CPU? It is in charge of taking care of 

thinking errands and handling occasions, running the administration structure, and dealing with the administration collaborations.  

 

The system interface: comprises of an exchanging hub, alluded to as Border Router, which is created by a method for a Raspberry 

Pi PC board joined with a CM5000 TelosB as an IEEE 802.15.4 radio gadget. The objective of the Border Router is to go about as 

a switch between the IPv6 IEEE 802.15.4 system and the clients' IPv6 Wi-Fi arrange.  

 

The application: made out of an Android telephone associated with the Access Point (AP) by a method for a Dynamic Host 

Configuration Protocol (DHCP).  

 

Cases of the brilliant administrations accessible at the air terminal appear in Fig. 3(a). Fig. 3(b) demonstrates nature for Airport 

Dynamic Social, showing where some equipment hubs, additionally used in the usage, could be introduced so as to transform such 

a situation into a shrewd space. The hardware utilized as a part of Airport Dynamic Social appears in Fig. 3(c). Every sensor gives 

its administration by method for a CoAP endpoint, which clients can subscribe to by means of Android PDA application: Airport 

Dynamic Social App, so as to get redesigns, for example, the temperature inside their plane, recognize the appropriateness of the 

lighting condition at the loading up entryway for perusing and quantity of travellers right now loading up.  

 

Clients can likewise ask for direct ecological condition data (as appeared in detail in the accompanying segment). The sensors 

used are named with characters which relate to the region in the air terminal where every hub could be introduced. 

CONCLUSION 

The SIoT surpasses the worldview of the more customary IoT with its enhanced insight and setting mindfulness in promotion 

addition to the ease of use and availability proposed as a piece of its framework. Tending to knowledge and setting mindfulness in 

SIoT is still in an early phase of research and examination and it goes about as the paper's primary commitment. In this paper, a 

subjective thinking methodology is proposed to describe clients' circumstances in keen spaces, i.e., an airplane terminal, 

permitting the disclosure of pertinent shrewd administrations that match clients' needs. To profit by this thinking approach, a novel 

administration disclosure structure in SIoT, in particular, DSSoT has been given. Whereby, subsequent to describing clients' 

situational needs, a semantic coordinating of these necessities with accessible keen administrations happens to produce a separated 

rundown of administrations. As needs are, a fleeting social structure consolidating the separated administrations will be made to 

permit clients' immediate association in a way like SNS. The objective of the proposed thinking and administration disclosure 

structure is to upgrade insight in SIoT, by enhancing brilliant administration's revelation and versatility to clients' situational needs 

and in the end, enhance client involvement in keen spaces. The application Airport Dynamic Social is given keeping in mind the 

end goal to exhibit the usage of DSSoT in a genuine setting. An observational review demonstrates the enhanced administrations' 

flexibility accomplished by the proposed psychological approach contrasted with the area based thinking approach found in the 

writing. A few future headings are being examined, primarily concentrating on incorporating the DSSoT with security backings to 

address protection issues, a vital impediment to using DSSoT selection in different other SIoT situations. Later on, we plan to 

augment the proposed benefit structure in different cases of shrewd spaces. Furthermore, we plan to research the issues of physical 

articles, things, character and air conditioning cess administration to guarantee protection and security in SIoT situations. 
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